Circinus X-1 is a neutron star X-ray binary system with an interesting and at times puzzling behaviour over a broad range of frequencies, specifically in the X-ray and radio bands. The system seems to harbour the most relativistic outflow (likely oriented close to the line of sight) observed so far within the Milky Way. It lies within a radio synchrotron nebula and has variable radio flux densities at cm wavelengths. The radio flares associated to the orbital phase zero reached up to 1 Jy in the late '70s, then have been observed at the tens of mJy level until recently; in 2007 January, Circinus X-1 seemed to have entered a very active radio flaring state. Here we present a sample of the 4.8 and 8.6 GHz radio observations made with the Australia Telescope Compact Array, covering 10 years time period. The entire data set comprised 41 epochs, unequally spread in time between 1996 and 2006. We investigate the long-term changes in the brightness, morphology and spectrum of the radio structures. We have detected linear polarisation in a third of the epochs and a good case for Faraday rotation in one epoch. The analysis reveals structural changes in the radio emission at time scales as short as days. Clear evidence for a counter-jet was found in a few epochs.
Introduction
Circinus X-1 is one of the most exotic X-ray binary systems. The detection of type I Xray bursts [1, 2] and twin kHz quasi-periodic oscillations in the X-ray power spectra [3] strongly suggests that the compact object in the system is a neutron star. The system exhibits periodic flares (P∼16.6 d) observed in X-ray [4] , infrared [5, 6] and radio [7, 8] bands, which are interpreted as enhanced accretion near the periastron passage. Circinus X-1 is associated with an arcmin scale synchrotron nebula [9, 10] which is probably powered by the jet originating close to the binary system [11, 12] . The jet is observed in radio band at arcmin as well as arcsec scales and was recently tentatively detected in X-ray band by Chandra [13] . Moreover, observations at cm wavelengths offered evidence for the presence of a relativistic outflow aligned very close to the line of sight [14] .
Observations
The X-ray binary Circinus X-1 was observed for 41 epochs during a time interval of almost 10 years, between 1996 and 2006, simultaneously at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The observations were carried out at different spatial resolutions (most of the data taken in the 6A and 6C array configurations, but the 6B, 6D, 6F and 1.5D set-ups are also present). To assure an homogeneous analysis, in obtaining the final radio images we have used the same restoring beam (size and orientation) for the entire data set at each of the two observed frequencies. In the one decade of monitoring we swept the entire orbit of the system, even though more often than not only once for a given orbital phase, and gaps in the coverage are present. Fig. 1 shows the "secular" light curves of Circinus X-1 in radio and X-ray bands, between 1996-2006. The averaged X-ray output in the 2-10 keV band was constant around 75 counts s −1 up to the beginning of 2000 when it started to decrease relatively fast reaching only a few tens of counts s −1 by the end of 2003. The radio fluxes plotted are determined in the image-plane and are total flux densities, in the sense that they contain both the contribution of the core and other radio emitting regions (jet features, knots) pertaining to the system. The radio data offer a totally different picture than in the 1970-1980s when the flares usually reached flux density levels of up to 1 Jy [7, 8] . From 1996 till 2006 the outbursts only peaked at a few tens of mJy. It is true that we only observed a few times close to the orbital phase 0.0, but the flux densities measured at other phases also further support the evidence that indeed dramatic changes took place in the system since the 1980s. The true nature of these changes is still unclear.
Secular evolution
At a smaller temporal scale, whether the decrease in the X-ray output observed starting with 2000 can be correlated with a change in the radio behaviour is hard to asses with confidence. It does seem that the radio flux density levels became lower by comparison with the ones observed at similar orbital phases before, however the limited number of observations cannot exclude the possibility of this being an observational bias. In addition, the flare observed in 2005 June had the highest flux density in the whole data set, but this might just as well be associated with a seemingly increase in the radio activity of Circinus X-1 as was observed in the last few years [18, 19, 20] .
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Valeriu Tudose GHz. As already previously noted (e.g. [17] ) a jet-like structure is present towards the SE and is interpreted as the approaching jet. In the same frame-work, in a few cases (e.g. 2000 October 20/21) the receding jet was also identified. Some of the observations close to phase 0.0 (e.g. 2005 June 17) show a significant different orientation of the jet axis than the "normal" NW-SE direction. This is very likely an artifact resulting from variability of the source during the aperture synthesis. Test maps made in these cases with uv-plane selected data outside the instants of the outbursts show that the bulk radio emission has a NW-SE orientation.
The observations show changes in the morphology and brightness of the radio features on timescales of days. Individual, well defined emitting "blobs" are seen as far as 10 arcsec from the core, along a NW-SE direction. The limited amount of data (mainly the lack of enough closely spaced observations) didn't allow the measurement of the proper motion of these features. However, by studying the time delay between the successive increase in their brightness after a flaring event in the core, we were able to conclude that the data is compatible with the existence of a relativistic flow in the system.
Proper motion
The Circinus X-1 complex is on the plane of the sky just ∼ 10 arcmin away from the boundary of the supernova remnant SNR G321.9-0.3. This offered circumstantial evidence for the so called "runaway binary" scenario in which the binary system and the supernova remnant are physically associated [15] . However, optical observations taken 8.6 years apart [16] placed a 3 σ upper limit to the proper motion of the source of ∼ 5 mas yr −1 , much less than the expected value between 15 and 75 mas yr −1 predicted by the "runaway binary" hypothesis. 
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Long-term Radio Behaviour of the X-ray Binary Circinus X- In Fig. 3 (left) we plot the positions of the core of Circinus X-1 between 1996-2006 as determined from the 8. 6 GHz data. The diagram shows an apparent tendency of the points to align along a NW-SE direction. However, the position of the object "jumps" randomly from one epoch to another, with no preferential direction. To test if this could be explained by errors in the phasereferencing process, we used a compact source ∼ 7 arcmin away from Circinus X-1, designated J1520.6-571 by [17] , which was observed during the runs. After phase-referencing it with respect to the same calibrator as for Circinus X-1 we fitted the data in the image plane. The resulting positions are reported in Fig. 3 (right) . The lack in this case of a similar trend in the distribution of positions as observed for Circinus X-1 strongly suggests that the phase-referencing process is not responsible for the tendency (or, more conservatively, is not the dominant factor). Instead, given the magnitude of the errors and the fact that the bulk of the radio emission in Circinus X-1 is oriented on a NW-SE direction (the jet axis), it is very likely that this tendency is an artifact of the fitting process. Therefore, our roughly estimated upper limit to the proper motion of Circinus X-1 of 50 mas yr −1 is extremely conservative.
The errors in the position of the core are dominated at most of the epochs by the positional error of the phase-referencing calibrator (reported to be between 100 and 250 mas). Future longterm observations of Circinus X-1 combined with a better knowledge of the systematic errors due to the calibrator will enable to further constrain the proper motion down to, and ultimately even better than the presently available optical limits.
Polarisation
Out of 41 observational runs, polarisation was detected in 13 epochs at 4.8 GHz and in one epoch at 8.6 GHz. Fig. 4 shows a sample of the polarisation maps of Circinus X-1. The fractional linear polarisation was of a few percent in the entire data set, from 1996 until 2006. It is also worth mentioning that there is no significant evidence that the orientation of the electric field vectors changed during the period covered by our observations.
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Long-term Radio Behaviour of the X-ray Binary Circinus X-1 Valeriu Tudose Faraday rotation (i.e. rotation of the observed plane of polarisation due to propagation of radiation through magnetized plasma) was detected close to the core of the system in one epoch at a level of -175 ± 30 rad m −2 . It is not clear yet what is its origin. Preliminary evidence seems to point towards an intrinsic nature. And if the galactic Faraday rotation measure in the direction of Circinus X-1 is somewhere between -50 and 50 rad m −2 as some circumstantial evidence suggests [21] , then the electric vector position angles in Fig. 4 would have to be corrected by rotating them counter-clockwise/clockwise by ∼ 11 • .
In the jet, the electric field vectors are oriented preferentially along its axis suggesting the presence of a shock at the interface between the ejected matter and the surrounding environment.
Spectrum
The global spectral index of Circinus X-1 between 4.8 and 8.6 GHz remained virtually unchanged in the observing sessions between 1996-2006, at a mean value of α = −0.9 ± 0.6 (F ν ∝ ν α ). However, the spectrum flattens during outbursts (at periastron as well as at apastron), consistent both with a model in which the synchrotron radiation is produced in a cloud of relativistic particles accelerated by a shock front expanding adiabatically [22, 23] , and with the internal shock model, in which the particles are accelerated in successive shocks produced in a quasi-continuous jet [24] . Our data set do not clearly rule out any of the two. The general shape of the spectrum between the two frequencies suggests an optically thin emitting region and strongly points towards a synchrotron origin for the radiation.
Conclusions
We have observed Circinus X-1 for almost 10 years between 1996-2006 at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz using ATCA. The data reveals changes in the morphology and brightness of the system at timescales of days. On the other hand, the polarisation properties and the shape of the spectrum remain relatively stable during the period of the monitoring. The data is compatible with the presence in
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Long-term Radio Behaviour of the X-ray Binary Circinus X-1 Valeriu Tudose the system of a relativistic flow. The conservative upper limit to the proper motion obtained from the radio data cannot by itself rule out the "runaway hypothesis".
